Context. A complete study of the molecular and ionized gas in the environs of the nebula RCW 78 around WR 55 is presented. Aims. The aim of this work is to investigate the spatial distribution, physical characteristics, and kinematical properties of the molecular gas linked to the galactic nebula RCW 78 to achieve a better understanding of its interaction with the star and with the ionized gas. Methods. This study was based on 12 CO(1-0) fully sampled observations of a region of ∼ 0.
Introduction
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are the descendants of massive (≥ 25 M ⊙ ) O-type stars and represent the last evolutionary phase of a massive stellar object prior to its explosion as supernova. WR stars are some of the most powerful sources of ionizing radiation and they have lost a significant portion of their atmospheres through intense winds, which leads to the formation of the well known "WR ring nebulae" (WRRN) (Chu 1981) and/or "interstellar bubbles" (IB) (Castor et al. 1975; Dyson 1977; Weaver et al. 1977) . WRRN and IBs are consistents with an evolution of an O-type star to the WR phase through a sequence of three stages. Along this evolutionary path, each stage is characterized by a different kind of wind (Garcia-Segura & Mac Low 1995) . During the O phase, the gas around the star is first ionized by the high Lyman continuum flux, giving rise to an Hii region which expands in the surrounding cold neutral medium as a result of its higher pressure. Afterwards, the Hii region is evacuated via powerful stellar winds creating an IB. IBs were succesfully detected mainly in the 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen (Arnal 1992; Arnal & Cappa 1996; Cappa et al. 1996; Arnal et al. 1999; Vasquez et al. 2005) . When the star becomes a red super giant (RSG), the stellar wind is dense and has a low terminal velocity. Afterwards, the WR phase begins, and their fast wind rapidly reaches and interacts with the previous RSG wind creating a WRRN.
The physics and kinematics of molecular gas around ring nebulae and IBs are issues far from being completely understood. During the expansion of the Hii region, a dense shell of neutral material accumulates between the ionization front (IF) and the shock front (SF) , that in an ideal case completely surrounds the Hii region or the IB. In most of the cases studied so far, the molecular gas is interstellar in origin, and shows signs of interaction with the stellar radiation and winds (Rizzo et al. 2001a,b; Cappa et al. 2001; Marston 2001; Vasquez et al. 2009 ). RCW 78 is a WRRN which was first noticed in the catalogue of Hα emission regions of the Southern Milky Way (Rodgers et al. 1960) . The brightest part of this nebula is about 15 ′ in diameter and is centered on the position of the star HD 117688 (Fig. 1) . HD 117688 (≡ WR 55) is a WN7 star located at (l,b) = (307
• .80, +0
• .160) (van der Hucht 2001) and the Hα ring nebula RCW 78 is likely to be associated with this star. About 7 ′ southeast of WR 55 (in equatorial coordinates) the open cluster C1331-622 is located. This cluster is ∼ 7 ′ in diameter and is 820 pc (Dias et al. 2010) away from the Sun. The O8Ib(f) star (Walborn 1982 ) HD 117797, located at (l,b) = (307
• .8593,+0
• .0447), is seen projected onto C1331-622. This star is located at a distance of 3.9 ± 1.0 kpc (Turner & Forbes 2005) and is unlikely to be related to the open cluster C1331-622. The error in the distance of HD 117797 stems from assuming a cosmic dispersion of 0.5 in absolute magnitude (Walborn 1972) . The location of HD 117797 prevents us from determining whether the intense Hα emission observed towards lower galactic longitudes is caused by the presence of nebular emission associated with this star or is part of RCW 78. The IRAS source 13316-6210 is situated almost ∼5 ′ eastwards from HD 117797. . The orientation of the equatorial system is given by the arrows labeled E (east) and N (north).
The distance of WR 55 and its associated nebula is far from being known. On the one hand, several authors quote distances in the range from 4.0 kpc to 5.0 kpc (Georgelin et al. 1988; Cappa et al. 2009 ), while others authors have determined distances mostly in the range from 5.5 kpc to 7.6 kpc (Chu & Treffers 1981; Conti & Vacca 1990; van der Hucht 2001) Several spectroscopic studies of RCW 78 were carried out in the past. Chu & Treffers (1981) , showed that the Hα line at the brightest central part of the nebula displays a slight northsouth velocity gradient. The velocity of the Hα line varies from −44 km s −1 (at the position of WR 55) to −53.4 km s −1 (∼ 7 ′ northwards of WR 55). These authors claimed that this gradient is the result of an outflow of the ionized gas at the surface of a molecular cloud. They classified RCW 78 as R a -type nebula (amorphous) since no signs of expansion are found. Spatially resolved spectroscopy was carried out by Esteban et al. (1990) . The derived abundances of nitrogen and helium are consistent with a self-enrichment. Later on, Esteban (1993) claimed that photoionization is the main source of excitation of the nebula. 12 CO (J = 1→0) and (J = 2→1) lines using SEST data and (J = 1→0) line using NANTEN data were observed towards RCW 78 by Cappa et al. (2009) . They found a CO ring-like structure in the velocity range from −52.5 to −43.5 km s −1 which is almost coincident with the brightest western part of the nebula. A second CO structure in the velocity range from −43.5 to −39.5 km s −1 was also detected. The molecular gas in a region 12 ′ × 10
′ centered on WR 55 shows similar characteristics in the line velocities to those of the ionized gas (Chu & Treffers 1981) , i.e. larger negative velocities to the north, whilst more positive velocities close to the star. The authors suggest that WR 55 is not only responsible for the ionization at the surface of the molecular cloud, but also for the shape and kinematics of RCW 78. Infrared MSX, IRAS, and GLIMPSE data were also analyzed by these authors. They reported two well separated spots centered at about RA,Dec(J2000) = (13 h 34 m 15.0, −62 • 26 ′ ) (l,b = 12 CO (J=1→0) observations around the star WR 55 307
• 52 ′ , 00
• 02 ′ ) and RA,Dec(J2000) = (13 h 35 m 10, −62
, where a high number of candidate YSOs are found. The positions of these spots are coincident with two bright extended infrared sources observed at 60 µm (referred in that work as source B and source C, respectively). They also claim that the expansion caused by WR 55 could have triggered the star formation disclosed by the presence of Young Stellar Objects (YSO) candidates observed in the direction of the molecular gas in the velocity range of −56.5 to −39.5 km s −1 . Given the information above, it is worth further exploring the physical and kinematical characteristics of the molecular gas in RCW 78. Is this nebula simply a non-expanding Hii region? Is WR 55 interacting with the molecular and/or ionized gas of the nebula? How can the velocity gradient observed in the ionized and molecular gas be explained?
In order to perform a thorough study of the distribution of the molecular and ionized gas of RCW 78, as well as their physical and kinematical properties, optimal fully sampled and high velocity resolution 12 CO (J = 1→0) observations covering a region of ∼ 25 ′ × 25 ′ around the star WR 55 were carried out. The molecular observations were analyzed in conjuction with archival data of both radiocontinuum at 1.4 and 4.85 GHz, and Hα observations to account for the ionized gas. The databases used in this work are outlined in Sect. 2, the results are described in Sect. 3, and the discussion in Sect. 4. Conclusions are presented in Sect. 5. This is the first of a series of papers aimed at studying the characteristics of molecular gas around Wolf-Rayet ring nebulae.
Observations and data reduction
The databases used in this work are:
1. Intermediate angular resolution, medium sensitivity, and high-velocity resolution 12 CO (J=1→0) data obtained with the 4-m NANTEN millimeter-wave telescope of Nagoya University. At the time the authors carried out the observations, April 2001, this telescope was installed at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile. The half-power beamwidth and the system temperature, including the atmospheric contribution towards the zenith, were 2 ′ .6 (∼3.8 pc at 5 kpc) and ∼ 220 K (SSB) at 115 GHz, respectively. The data were gathered using the position switching mode. Observations of points devoid of CO emission were interspersed among the program positions. The coordinates of these points were retrieved from a database that was kindly made available to us by the NANTEN staff. The spectrometer used was an acusto-optical with 2048 channels providing a velocity resolution of ∼ 0.055 km s −1 . For intensity calibrations, a room-temperature chopper wheel was employed (Penzias & Burrus 1973 ). An absolute intensity calibration (Ulich & Haas 1976; Kutner & Ulich 1981) (Carey et al. 2005) .
Results and analysis of the observations

CO emission
Representative CO profiles obtained at different positions towards RCW 78 are shown in Fig. 2 . The CO emission shows three main velocity components: i) ∼ −58 to −46 km s −1 (profiles a to g), ii) ∼ −44 to −38 km s −1 (profile c, and probably d), and iii) ∼ −33 to −28 km s −1 (profiles d, e, and g). It is noticeable from Fig. 3 that the molecular gas distribution is quite dissimilar among the three velocity ranges mentioned above. In the velocity range from −58 to −46 km s −1 (upper left panel of Fig. 3 ) the molecular gas displays a very clumpy ringlike structure which has an excellent morphologic correlation with the Hα nebula, except for the lane of molecular gas be- Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 , right panel) that has no Hα counterpart. The velocities of the CO line are similar to those observed at Hα by Chu & Treffers (1981) . This molecular structure was reported by Cappa et al. (2009) . In the second velocity range, −44 to −38 km s −1 (middle left panel of Fig. 3 ), the CO emission is mostly confined to a region whithin 307
• 45 ′ < l < 308
• 00 ′ and −00
• 02 ′ < b < +00
• 12 ′ . This molecular structure, also reported by Cappa et al. (2009) , shows no resemblance with the Hα nebula. Along the third velocity range, −33 to −28 km s −1 (lower left panel of Fig. 3 ), the molecular gas appears as an elongated feature mostly confined along b = +00
• 05
′
For the three molecular components, mean radial velocities weighted by line temperature (V) were derived usinḡ where T Peak i and V Peak i are the peak temperature and the peak radial velocity of the i-spectrum obtained within the first contour level used in Fig. 3 for each molecular component. The mean weighted radial velocities for the molecular gas in the three velocity ranges depicted in Fig. 3 are -49.5 km s −1 , -40.7 km s −1 , and -29.3 km s −1 , respectively. UsingV and the Galactic velocity field of Brand & Blitz (1993) along l = 307
• 50 ′ , kinematical distances for the molecular features were derived. It ought to be pointed out that along this galactic longitude radial velocities more negative than −47.5 km s −1 are forbidden. Nonetheless, it is well established that noncircular motions of the order of ∼ 8 km s −1 (Burton & Gordon 1978) are known to exist in the Galaxy. Keeping this in mind, the molecular component at -49.5 km s −1 was assumed to be in the neighborhood of the tangential point at a distance of ∼ 5 kpc. This distance is in agreement with one of the quoted distance ranges of WR 55. Based on this distance agreement, and the excellent correspondence in morphology and line velocities between the CO and Hα emission, we believe that this molecular component is very likely related to both WR 55 and RCW 78. For the molecular component at -40.7 km s −1 , near and far kinematical distances of 3.5 kpc and 6.9 kpc are derived. In Fig. 3 (middle right panel) an overlay of this component with the Hα emission of RCW 78 is shown. Though the southern border of the CO feature appears to delineate very well the inner boundary of the Hα providing evidence in favour of a possible relationship, we suggest that this feature is very likely a background object with respect to RCW 78. The
• 09 ′ ) can be obtained using the equation of Bohlin et al. (1978) 
were N(H 2 ) is the molecular hydrogen column density (see below). We obtain in this direction a value of N(H 2 ) ∼ 4 × 10 
Fig. 3. Left panels:
Spatial distribution of CO emission in three velocity ranges. The velocity range is given in the upper right corner of each map. The line temperature is averaged over the corresponding velocity range. In the velocity range ∼ −58 to −46 km s −1 , the lowest contour is 0.5 K (∼ 20 rms) and the contour spacing is 0.35 K. In the velocity range −44 to −38 km s −1 , the lowest contour is 0.35 K (∼14 rms) and the contour spacing is 0.7 K. In the velocity range −33 to −28 km s −1 , the lowest contour is 0.42 K (∼ 11 rms) and the contour spacing is 0.21 K. In all cases the greyscale goes from 0.35 to 3.15 K. The position of WR 55 is marked by a plus sign at the center of each image. The beam size of the CO observations is shown by a circle in the upper left panel. Right panels: Overlay of the mean CO emission (contours) in the three velocity ranges and the SHS Hα emission of RCW 78 (grey scale).
in mind this figure, the visual absorption that would arise from the molecular gas do not diminish the brightness of the optical nebula in the way one would expect. Therefore, we suggest this object is unrelated to RCW 78 and it is located at the far kinematical distance. On the other hand, the CO feature at -29.3 km s −1 (Fig. 3, lower panel) shows an excellent spatial correlation with the high optical absorption lane seen at b ≈ +00
Based on this, we suggest this feature is a foreground object with respect to RCW 78, locating it at its near kinematical distance (∼ 2.8 kpc). Based on the 12 CO (J=1→0) observations around the star WR 55 Overlay of the mean CO emission (contours) in the velocity range from ∼ −57.7 to −45.7 km s −1 and the SHS Hα emission of RCW 78 (grey scale). The velocity interval of each map is indicated in the upper right corner of each image. The orientation of the equatorial coordinate system is given by the thick arrows labeled E (east) and N (north) at the first map. The lowest temperature contour is 0.8 K (∼10 rms). The contour spacing temperature is 0.6 K.
above, from here onwards we shall only concentrate on the analysis of the molecular gas distribution observed between -58 and -44 km s −1 , which is the only one likely to be associated with RCW 78.
In Fig. 4 a collection of narrow velocity images depicting the CO spatial distribution in the velocity range from −57.7 to For the sake of further analysis, five molecular concentrations are identified. They are labelled from C1 to C5 in order of increasing radial velocity. Concentration C1, whose maximum is at (l,b) ≈ (307
• 53 ′ , 00
• 03 ′ ), is visible from −57.7 to −54.7 km s −1 attaining a maximum emission temperature of ∼ 4.8 K. This feature appears projected onto the region where HD 117797 and the open cluster C1331-622 are located. This region is also coincident with the area where candidate YSOs were reported by Cappa et al. (2009) . At slightly more positive velocities, concentration C2 is found. This feature, is first noticed in the velocity interval from −56.7 to −55.7 km s −1 , as an extension of C1, along a position angle of ∼ 45
• . Towards more positive velocities, the peak emission of this feature is shifted towards slightly higher longitudes and latitudes. In the velocity range from −52.7 to −48.7 km s −1 , C2 has a very good spatial correlation with the faint Hα emission seen in the northeastern part of RCW 78, at l > 307
• 50 ′ . Concentration C3, spans the velocity range from −55.7 to −48.7 km s −1 and has a very good morphological correlation Fig. 5 . Galactic latitude-velocity contour map of the average CO emission in the galactic longitud range from 307.
• 67 to 308.
• 00. The lowest temperature contour is 0.5 (∼3.5 rms). The contour sapcing is ∼0.3 K. The location of WR 55 is indicated by the dotted line.
In Table 1 we list some physical and geometrical properties of the molecular concentrations C1 to C5. The angular and linear sizes of the concentrations are listed in rows 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 4 shows that a velocity gradient is present among the five molecular concentrations. In Table 1 the averaged velocity (V), width (∆V), and peak temperatureT peak , obtained from a gaussian fitting to the mean CO profile of each molecular concentration, are given in rows 3, 4, and 5, respectively. To obtain these profiles all individual CO spectra within the 0.5 K contour level in Fig. 3 were added up and averaged. Clearly, the mean velocity of the concentrations increases from C1 to C5. This velocity gradient is also noticeable in the velocity-galactic longitude image shown in Fig. 5 . This image shows the averaged CO emission in the galactic longitud range 307
• 42 ′ < l < 308
• 00 ′ . Concentrations C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are identified.
The mass of the molecular gas was derived making use of the empirical relationship between the molecular hydrogen column density, N(H 2 ), and the integrated molecular emission, I12 CO (≡ T * R dv). The conversion between I12 CO and N(H 2 ) is given by the equation (Digel et al. 1996; Strong & Mattox 1996) . The total molecular mass M tot , was calculated through (4) where m sun is the solar mass (∼ 2 × 10 33 g), µ is the mean molecular weight, assumed to be equal to 2.8 after allowance of a relative helium abundance of 25% by mass (Yamaguchi et al. 1999) , m H is the hydrogen atom mass (∼ 1.67 × 10 −24 g), Ω is the solid angle subtended by the CO feature in ster, d is the distance, expressed in cm, and M tot is given in units of solar masses. Values of N(H 2 ), M tot , and molecular volume density (n H 2 ) for each molecular concentration are quoted in rows 4, 5, and 6 of Table 1, respectively.
To probe the surface conditions of the molecular gas, mean excitation temperatures (T exc ) were calculated. Assuming 12 CO emission to be optically thick, averaged excitation temperatures were obtained from (Dickman 1978) where J ν is the Planck function at a frequency ν, and T bg is the background temperature (∼ 2.7 K). These values are presented in row 7 of 
Radio continuum emission
The radio continuum emission distribution at 1.4 GHz obtained from the ATCA archives is shown in the upper left panel of Fig.  6 . Regardless of the difference in the angular resolution with the SuperCOSMOS image, radio continuum emission distribution resembles the Hα emission of the nebula (see Fig. 6 , left lower panel). Two intense features, having no counterpart with the optical emission of RCW 78, are seen toward the south and southeast of the optical nebula. The southern feature, located in a region between 307
• 02 ′ is probably related to an intense radio continuum source located at (l,b) = (307
• 37 ′ , −0 • 18 ′ ) (not shown here), while the southeastern feature, located in a region between 307
′ is likely related to the source IRAS13316-6210. These features will not be considered any further in our analysis.
Six intense features peaking at about (l,b) = (307
• 08 ′ ) are seen projected onto the optical nebula. Considering their positions, in accordance with the molecular concentrations described in Sect. 3.1, these features will be referred to as CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5 and CF6, respectively. In order to determine their radio continuum flux densities at 1.4 GHz (S 1.4 ), the emission distribution was analysed making use of the NOD2 package (Haslam 1974) . The values of S 1.4 for each feature were calculated, after substracting a background emission, and were Table 2 . The error quoted for S 1.4 stems from the uncertainty of the first contour level used to define the sources.
To better characterize the nature of the radio continuum emission arising from RCW 78, the 4.85 GHz image obtained from the PMN Southern Radio Survey (Fig. 6, upper right panel) was also analysed. Though a detailed comparison between the 4.85 GHz and the Hα emission is difficult due to the difference in angular resolution, two different features at 4.85 GHz, peaking at about (l,b) = (307
• 01 ′ ), seem to be morphologically correlated with the optical nebula. The first of them appears projected onto the brightest region of the optical nebula and its first contour level engulfs CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5, and CF6. As expected, the intense emission at 4.85 GHz arises from the central part of the nebula, toward the region of CF3 and CF4. The 4.85 GHz emission counterpart of CF2 is the low brightness elongation seen around (l,b) ≈ (307
• 54 ′ , +00
• 13 ′ ), while the corresponding to CF5 and CF6 is the low intensity sharp-pointed structure observed around (l,b) ≈ (307
• 43 ′ , +00
• 07 ′ ). The morphological correspondences described above are better visualized after convolving the 1.4 GHz image down to the angular resolution of the 4.85 GHz image (not shown here). The contiuum flux density measured for this feature is S 4.85 = 440 ± 50 mJy. To obtain the spectral index towards this region, the flux density at 1.4 GHz of features CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5, and CF6 were added up. These values provide an spectral index of α = −0.14 ± 0.05, which is compatible with the optically thin regime of an Hii region.
The second feature detected at 4.85 GHz is seen projected onto HD 117797 and very likely represents the 4.85 GHz counterpart of CF1. Unfortunately, the angular resolution of these observations makes it almost impossible to isolate this feature from the near by emission structure peaking approximately at (l,b) ≈ (307
• 58 ′ , -00
• 02 ′ ). This fact prevents us from deriving a reliable continuum flux density at this frequency. The radio continuum image at 843 MHz retrieved from MGPS (not shown here) do not show instrumental artifacts in the area of CF1. Using this survey we derived for CF1 at this frequency a flux density of 24 ± 5 mJy. Using this value and the 1.4 GHz flux density quoted from CF1 in Table 2 , a spectral index of α = −0.08 ± 0.15 is derived. Again, the spectral index is compatible, within the error, with free-free emission of an Hii region in the optically thin regime. This speaks in favour of interpreting CF1 as the Hii region created by the early type star HD 117797.
The emission measure (EM= n 2 e dl) of an Hii region can be obtained via the relationship between optical depth at a frequency ν (τ ν ) and T b given by
were T e is the electron temperature (considered to be ∼10 4 K), and the optical depth (τ ν ) is given by
In Eq. 7, ν is given in GHz and EM in pc cm −6 . Using the radio continuum emission at 1.4 GHz, values of EM were calculated for each feature. These values are shown in row 4 of Table 2 . Considering pure hydrogen plasma and adopting an extent along the line of sight equal to the observed minor axis, and using the EM values determined before electron densities (n e ) were calculated. These values are quoted in row 5 of 
Discussion
Concentration C1
A look at Table 1 shows that the mean CO line width (∆V), the molecular column density (N H 2 ), the total mass (M tot ), and volume density (n H 2 ) of concentration C1 are systematically lower than the corresponding physical parameters of the other CO concentrations. The fact that its mean line width is on the average almost half of the line width of the other concentrations may be indicative that its dynamical state is different. In Fig. 7 the MIPSGAL 24 µm emission of a ∼ 8 ′ × 8 ′ region centered on HD 117797 superimposed on the mean CO emission in the velocity interval from −57.7 to −54.7 km s −1 (concentration C1) and radiocontinuum emission at 1.4 GHz of CF1 are shown. This image shows that the star HD 117797 and the Hii region CF1 are seen projected onto the molecular concentration C1 and that HD 117797 appears projected close to the centre of CF1. In the same figure a series of candidates YSOs reported by Cappa et al. (2009) are also seen in projection onto C1. Based on above, we may speculate that C1 is a molecular concentration that: a) is being partially ionized by HD 117797, and b) may be experiencing a star-forming process, revealed by the presence of candidate YSOs.
In order to check the first assumption, the total number of Lyman continuum photons (N ν ) needed to keep CF1 ionized will be calculated. This figure is given by (Chaisson 1976) , where T 4 is the electron temperature in units of 10 4 K, ν is the frequency in units of GHz, d is the distance in kpc, and S ν is the total flux density in Jy. Substituting in Eq. 8 the appropiate values, N ν ≈ 3 × 10 46 s −1 is obtained. This number is a lower limit to the total number of Lyman continuum photons required to maintain the gas ionized, since about 50 % of the UV photons is absorbed by dust mixed with the gas in the Hii region (Inoue 2001) . Therefore, the number of Lyman continuum photons needed to power CF1 could be provided by HD 117797, since this number is a small fraction of the total ionizig photons emitted by a O8I star (∼ 1 × 10 48 s −1 ) (Martins et al. 2005) .
A noticeable feature in Fig. 7 is a ringlike structure ∼ 1 ′ diameter centered at the position of HD 117797, seen at 24 µm emission. The MIPSGAL image allowed us to conclude that the observed IR emission detected by Cappa et al. (2009) in this direction (source "B") arises from this feature.
If HD 117797 is the powering source of the Hii region CF1 and the latter is associated with the molecular concentration C1, then the distance of this complex is the distance to the star, namely 3.9 ± 1.0 kpc. If the star WR 55 and its associated nebula RCW 78 were close to the values determined by Chu & Treffers (1981) and van der Hucht (2001), around 6 -7.6 kpc, then there will be no relationship between HD 117797 and WR 55. In turn this implies that the molecular concentration C1 and the Hii region CF1 are not related to RCW 78 and its associated molecular and ionized gas. On the other hand, if the distance to WR 55 were close to the estimates of Georgelin et al. (1988) , namely 4 kpc, a physical association with HD 117797 (and its associated molecular and ionized gas) could not be ruled out. More accurate distance determinations to WR 55 and HD 117797 are necessary to shed some light on this issue.
A simple scheme for the molecular gas associated with RCW 78
In an attempt to explain the morphology and radial velocity of the remaining molecular concentrations (C2, C3, C4, and C5), a simple geometrical model was elaborated taking into account the following constraints: 1) the morphology of the molecular gas, 2) the velocity gradient exhibited by the molecular gas, 3) the angular distribution of the different CO concentrations, and 4) the morphology of the Hα emission. Because massive stars are born deeply buried within dense molecular clouds, the classical IB scenario predicts that the molecular gas should expand spherically around the star. Under the assumption of a spherically symmetric expansion, a shell having a central velocity V 0 and an expansion velocity V exp should depict in a position-position diagram a "disk-ring" pattern when observed at different velocities. At V 0 the shell should attain its maximum diameter while at extreme velocities (either approaching or receding) the molecular emission should look like a disk. At intermediate velocities the radious of the ring shrinks as the extreme velocity are approaching. According to Fig. 4 , this behaviour is not observed in our CO observations, which disagrees with the IB model. Instead, concentrations C2 to C5 are best explained by an spherically expanding ring-like structure partially surrounding WR 55, and tilted with respect to the plane of the sky. A sketch of this model is given in Fig. 8 where the approximate location of the different CO concentrations is given. The expansion of the molecular gas (filled arrows) is revealed by the velocity gradient (see Fig. 5 ). The ultimate cause of the expanding molecular gas are the stellar winds (dashed line arrows) of WR 55. From here onwards the structure composed by concentrations C2, C3, C4, and C5 will be labelled molecular belt (or MB for short). To facilitate further analysis, we divided MB into two hemispheres with a plane which contains the WR star and the observer (equa-12 CO (J=1→0) observations around the star WR 55 torial plane). This plane (dubbed EP for short) is also shown in Fig. 8 Under the assumption that MB is expanding with respect to WR 55 with a velocity V exp , the observed radial velocity is determined by two angles θ and ϕ. The former represents the inclination of MB with respect to the plane of the sky, whilst ϕ represents the angle between V exp and the plane EP (see Fig. 8 ). θ is single valued, whilst ϕ can take any value between 0
• and 360
• . For the sake of clarity only the ϕ angles for concentrations C2 (ϕ C2 ) and C5 (ϕ C5 ) are shown in Fig. 8 . Based on the sketch shown in Fig. 8, concentration C2 is approaching the observer (should show the most negative radial velocity) and concentration C5 is moving away from the observer (should show the most positive radial velocity). The other molecular concentrations (C3 and C4) should show intermediate radial velocities. A rough estimate of the angle θ can be obtained from the observed distribution of the molecular gas, bearing in mind that a ring-like structure in space will become an elliptical feature when projected onto the sky plane. In Fig. 9 , the ring-like distribution of our model is projected onto both the observed CO distribution in the velocity range from -54 to -46 km s −1 and the Hα image of RCW 78. The approximate minor/major semiaxis ratio (B/A) of the elliptical structure can give an estimate of θ through the trigonometric relation B/A ≈ cos θ. A value of B/A ≈ 0.5 can be obtained, which leads to θ ∼ 60
• . Based on Fig. 8 , the maximum radial velocity difference among the molecular gas belonging to MB (∆V MB ), will be given by the radial velocity difference between concentrations C2 (V C2 ) and C5 (V C5 ). From Table 1 , ∆V MB = V C2 -V C5 ≈ 6 km s −1 . Based in our model
Using a coarse approximation ϕ C2 ≈ ϕ C5 (see Fig. 8 ), Eq. 9 can be written as
Based on Fig. 8 it will be assumed that ϕ C2 ≈ 45
• . Admittedly, the uncertainty of ϕ C2 can be very high. Inserting the appropiate values of θ and ϕ C2 in Eq. 10, we obtain V exp ≈ 5 km s −1 . The main physical and geometrical properties of MB are listed in Table 3 . The kinetic energy (E kin ) and momentum (P) were obtained by considering an expansion velocity of ∼ 5 km s −1 . The proposed model is able to explain the main features of the optical nebula. The inner face of MB, which is exposed to the far-UV radiation field of WR 55, may be ionized. This ionized layer gives rise to both the radio continuum and Hα emission. Since concentration C2 is located between the observer and the ionized gas, it will diminish the intensity of the Hα emission that arises from the region of MB that faces WR 55. On the other hand, since towards concentrations C3, C4, and C5 the observer is directly viewing the inner ionized layer of MB, the Hα emission of these regions is not absorbed by the molecular gas. Since concentrations C3 and C4 may be closer to WR 55 than C2 and C5, the intensity of both the Hα and radio continuum emission is expected to be stronger there.
Though the proposed model is very simple, it is able to explain in a reasonable way the main observed characteristics of the Hα, radio continuum, and molecular gas associated with RCW 78. Furthermore, the velocity gradient exhibited by the CO is also nicely accounted for.
Certainly, more elaborated models are needed to better understand the origin and evolution of WRRN. Molecular ringlike structures have been reported previously around several Beaumont & Williams (2010) surveyed the CO (3-2) line towards 43 identified Spitzer bubbles in the Galactic plane. They concluded that the molecular gas tends to lie in rings, rather than shells. The authors suggest that the parental molecular clouds, in which the massive stars and IBs are formed, are oblate with one dimension of a few parsecs in thickness. Then, expanding bubbles break out of the parental molecular cloud and only a circular or elliptical ring of CO emission is detected, depending on the orientation of the axis. The authors claimed that if the wind emitted by the star powering the bubble is sufficiently strong, the ring's expansion continues after breaching the flattened cloud. Nevertheless, Deharveng et al. (2010) claimed that a possible shortcoming of the scenario proposed by Beaumont & Williams (2010) is the absence of a bipolar nebula as a result of a double champagne flow effect along the poles of the IB (Tenorio Tagle et al. 1979) . 12 CO (J=1→0) observations around the star WR 55
Energetics of RCW 78 and MB
In our simple model, the main ionizing source of RCW 78 is the Lyman continuum flux of the WR star WR 55. The latter is also the driving source, via the mechanical energy injected by its stellar wind, of the expansion of the molecular gas associated with RCW 78. Is WR 55 capable of powering RCW 78 and providing the mechanical energy needed to set in the expansion of the molecular gas? To answer the first part of the question, the number of Lyman continuum photons needed to keep the current level of ionization in RCW 78 must be calculated. To this end, the continuum flux densities of CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5, and CF6 were added up, and using Eq. 8 under the assumption that T e ≈ 10 4 K and d ≈ 5 kpc, we derived N ν ≈ 1 × 10 48 s −1 . Considering that the number of Lyman continuum photons emitted by a WN7 star is ∼ 2.5 × 10 49 s −1 (Crowther 2007) , the WR star may be capable of mantaining the ionization level of RCW 78.
In regards to the point of whether the mechanical energy injected by WR 55 could be driving the expansion of MB we shall derive a rough figure for the total mechanical energy injected via stellar winds by both WR 55 and its progenitor. The wind mechanical energy (E w ) will be estimated using
whereṀ is the mass loss rate in units of M ⊙ yr −1 , V w is the wind terminal velocity in units of km s −1 , and t d is the time spent by the star during either the WR or the main sequence phase. Adopting for WR 55 a mass loss rateṀ = 2×10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 , a terminal wind velocity V w = 1960 km s −1 (Smith et al. 2002) , and t WN ≈ 5 × 10 5 yr (van der Hucht 2001), a mechanical energy of E WN ≈ 3.8 × 10 50 erg is obtained. Considering an O3V star as the progenitor of the WN star (Massey 1998) , and adoptingṀ = 1.41 × 10 −6 M ⊙ yr −1 and V w = 3150 km s −1 for this spectral type (Smith et al. 2002) , and adopting a main sequence lifetime of t O ≈ 2 × 10 6 yr (Massey 1998) , the mechanical energy injected during the main sequence is E O ≈ 2.8 × 10 50 erg. Therefore, the total mechanical energy injected into the interstellar medium is E w tot ≈ 6.6 × 10 50 erg. Taking into account that the expanding kinetic energy of MB is E kin ∼ 9 × 10 48 erg (see Table 3 ), only about 1.4% of the mechanical energy released by WR 55 and its projenitor would be needed to account for the kinetic energy of the expanding molecular gas. This estimates is in good agreement with the conversion efficiencies of the order of 2-5 % reported by Hi line studies of IBs Cichowolski et al. 2001 Cichowolski et al. , 2003 . Theoretical models also suggest that in adiabatic wind bubbles only a few percent of the injected mechanical energy will be converted into kinetic energy of the expanding gas (Weaver et al. 1977; Koo & McKee 1992; Arthur 2007) . Based on the above consideration, the stellar winds of both WR 55 and its progenitor are able to provide the observed kinetic energy of MB. In Regards to the momentum injected by the WR star and its progenitor to the ISM we obtain P * ≈ 2.1 × 10 4 M ⊙ km s −1 which is almost in agreement with the momentum of MB (see Table 3 ). This indicates that the momentum is better conserved in the system star-MB.
The dynamical age (yr) of a wind blown bubble in the momentum conserving case can be calculated using (McCray 1983; Howarth & Lamers 1999) , where R is the radius of the bubble (pc), and V exp is the expansion velocity (km s −1 ).
Adopting R ≈ 13 pc (linear length of major semiaxis) and V exp = 5 km s −1 , a value of t d ≈ 1.3 × 10 6 yr is obtained for MB. Considering uncertainties, this value is almost in agreement with the duration of the O and WN phases combined.
It is worth mentioning that the small solid angle (≪ 4π) subtended by MB reduces the wind mechanical energy and ionizing power of WR 55 available to it. This may also help to explain the tightness in the energy requirements (radiative and mechanical) and dynamical age obtained before.
Summary
The 12 CO (1-0) and radio continuum emission distribution whithin a square region 25 ′ × 25 ′ in size centered on the WN7 star HD 117688 (WR 55) around the optical nebula RCW 78 have been analyzed using intermediate angular resolution CO data, high angular resolution radiocontinuum data at 1.4 GHz and 4.85 GHz, and Hα data.
The CO data have allowed us to identify a molecular feature likely to be associated with RCW 78. This gas has a mean velocity of -49.5 km s −1 , and its spatial distribution shows an excellent morphological correlation with the optical nebula. This feature is far from being homogeneous and five molecular concentrations have been identified. Each one of them is very well correlated with different areas of RCW 78. These molecular concentrations exhibit a clear radial velocity gradient. The mean radial velocity of the different molecular concentrations and the radial velocity gradient shown by the CO is in good agreement with the Hα data. The molecular gas related to RCW 78 has a total mass of ∼ 3.4 × 10 4 M ⊙ High resolution continuum data have revealed the presence of six features towards RCW 78. Five of them, identified as CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5, and CF6 are likely to be associated with the nebula. Based on radio continuum flux densitiy determinations at 1.4 and 4.85 GHz all these sources are thermal in nature. A sixth radio continuum fature (labelled CF1) is also thermal and very likely is related to HD 117797. Due to the uncertainty in the distances of both HD 117797 and WR 55 (the WR star is associated with RCW 78) it is not clear whether both objects are related to each other, or HD 117797 is a foreground object to RCW 78. A very simple model has been elaborated in order to explain the radial velocity gradient depicted by the molecular gas, and same of the morphological properties shown by RCW 78. The model consits of an expanding ring-like structure of molecular gas, whose inner face is being ionized by the Lyman continuum photons emitted by WR 55. The ring-like feature is inclined by ∼ 60
• with respect to the sky plane, and has a low expansion velocity of ∼ 5 km s −1 . The WR star may well be the main ionization source of the nebula RCW 78 and the driving source of the expansion of the associated molecular gas.
